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Talk:Katyn massacre: Difference between
revisions

Revision as of 15:52, 7 April 2022 (change)
181.37.134.219 (talk)

(Undid revision 8104520 by Griffinofwales (talk)
UTMOST WMFIDIOTS THANX AGAIN FOR

THE FODDER, U GO WMFLOSERS
ETERNAL!)

(Tags: Undo, Reverted)
← Earlier diff

Latest revision as of 16:06, 7 April 2022
(change) (undo)

Eptalon (talk | changes)
m (Reverted edits by 181.37.134.219 (talk) to

last version by Griffinofwales)
(Tags: Rollback, Mobile edit, Mobile web edit,

Advanced mobile edit)
 

Line 16: Line 16:

I was reverted before, so I am posting it 
here:

I was reverted before, so I am posting it 
here:

* In the Katyn massacre, between 4.000 and 
5.000 poeple (mostly Polish officers) were 

killed,between May 3  and May 11, 1940

* In the Katyn massacre, between 4.000 and 
5.000 poeple (mostly Polish officers) were 

killed,between May 3  and May 11, 1940

−
*Lavrentiy Beria proposed to kill all 
Polish officers and intelligentSia; this 

resulted in the 20.000-25.000 dead 

(mentioned in the article). 

+
*Lavrentiy Beria proposed to kill all 
Polish officers and intelligentia; this 

resulted in the 20.000-25.000 dead 

(mentioned in the article). 

*In total, about 100.000 people were killed 
by the NKVD, this should be described in 

[[NKVD prisoner massacres]].

*In total, about 100.000 people were killed 
by the NKVD, this should be described in 

[[NKVD prisoner massacres]].

So please correct te numbers.--
[[User:Eptalon|Eptalon]] ([[User 

talk:Eptalon|talk]]) 21:35, 25 June 2020 

(UTC)

So please correct te numbers.--
[[User:Eptalon|Eptalon]] ([[User 

talk:Eptalon|talk]]) 21:35, 25 June 2020 

(UTC)

This is the talk page for discussing improvements to the Katyn massacre
article.
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Aside from the change war, which all parties were at fault for, I am somewhat concerned by the use of
the word wood. Although potentially more accurate (describing a smaller area with trees), this could
refer to the material wood and therfore be confusing for a reader on our wiki. Why not use the word
forest? The way I see it, this is another case of film vs movie. Thoughts? --Yottie =talk= 22:04, 24 June
2020 (UTC) [ reply ]

@Yottie: It is not true that "all parties are at fault for change war" - reverting a WMF-banned
editor is not change warring and is exempt from the three-revert rule. As for whether or not
wood or forest is better, I would prefer forest in this context, but other opinions are welcome.
Naleksuh (talk) 22:11, 24 June 2020 (UTC) [ reply ]

I second this. He is globally banned, using a proxy to disrupt the page. IWI (chat) 22:12,
24 June 2020 (UTC) [ reply ]
(ec) Forest is fine with me too; a limited English speaker may not know all the uses of the
word "wood". (Revert anything that Foundation-banned editor does, please.) Antandrus
(talk) 22:14, 24 June 2020 (UTC) [ reply ]

I agree, is there consensus to change wood to forest? IWI (chat) 22:17, 24 June
2020 (UTC) [ reply ]

My bad for not knowing about the global ban, I am sorry - I take back the above comment. It still does
not change the fact merely reverting the content without consideration for the article itself (in this
case, its simplicity) is questionable. I'll go with WP:BOLD and change it. --Yottie =talk= 22:46, 24 June
2020 (UTC) [ reply ]

Thanks, perfect. :) Antandrus (talk) 00:34, 25 June 2020 (UTC) [ reply ]

Hello, I was reverted before, so I am posting it here:

In the Katyn massacre, between 4.000 and 5.000 poeple (mostly Polish officers) were
killed,between May 3 and May 11, 1940
Lavrentiy Beria proposed to kill all Polish officers and intelligentia; this resulted in the 20.000-
25.000 dead (mentioned in the article).

Change war

The numbers game...
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In total, about 100.000 people were killed by the NKVD, this should be described in NKVD
prisoner massacres.

So please correct te numbers.--Eptalon (talk) 21:35, 25 June 2020 (UTC) [ reply ]
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